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Abstract: 
Bed composition plays an important role in natural streams. However, it is hard to quantify 
these effects in the field. Effects on turbulence and shear stresses are of interest, since these forces 
greatly impact the process of sediment transport and mixing in open-channel flows. In this study, using 
highly controlled laboratory experiments, the effects of various bed configurations on turbulence, shear 
stresses, and other parameters have been analyzed and quantified and the results compared to previous 
research. A series of experiments performed in a uniform open-channel flow across various flow and 
bed conditions provided the data analyzed. The Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) measurement system 
was used in the “Wood’s Hole” flume which was configured with a smooth plastic, rough-sanded PVC 
and with 14mm glass marbles as the varying bed conditions. The flume was originally built at the Woods 
Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI) in Massachusetts. The flume is 17m long and sufficient for a fully 
developed turbulent flow. The aim was to achieve conditions that can be defined as smooth, 
transitional, and fully rough. The LDV system is capable of measuring the velocity of a fluid with a very 
small measuring volume and a high sampling rate. Due to the fine spatial resolution of the LDV, 
measurements were possible not only in the near wall region but also within the viscous sublayer. Using 
the data from both the log law and linear viscous sublayer fits allowed for more reliable computations of 
shear stresses as well as a better understanding of how turbulence behaves over the full range of the 
flow. Previous studies have documented a phenomenon known as wall similarity: at a certain 
normalized distance from the bed the normalized vertical turbulent flux is relatively constant (~0.33) for 
any wall conditions. This phenomenon is re-examined with the current set-up, allowing for 
measurement improvements over the Acoustic Doppler Velocimetry (ADV) system used in the past. The 
results show that bed configuration plays a major role in the resulting flow characterization. However, at 
the same time there is a similarity in normalized vertical turbulent flux independent of the wall design. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 
  Bed composition plays an important role in natural streams. However, it is hard to quantify 
these effects in the field. The effects on turbulence and shear stresses are areas of interest since these 
forces have great impact on the process of sediment transport as well as flow resistance. Using highly 
controlled laboratory experiments, the effects of various bed configurations can be analyzed and 
quantified and the results can be compared to previous studies. The aim of this research is to quantify 
the effects of the bed roughness on turbulence, shear stresses, and other parameters of interest. A 
series of experiments performed in a uniform open channel flow across various flow and bed conditions 
provided the data for this analysis.  
For the experiments presented in this thesis, the main equipment used was the Laser Doppler 
Velocimeter (LDV) which provided a good basis to compare previous works done with the Acoustic 
Doppler Velocimeter (ADV). The LDV system has a much higher resolution—micrometer vs. millimeter 
scale—and can measure very close to a boundary surface, attaining measurements in the viscous 
sublayer. Using LDV results, comparisons will be drawn to previous works on turbulence in order to 
confirm the previous findings with the ADV.  Since the LDV has the ability to measure within the viscous 
sublayer, comparisons are made between using data from the viscous sublayer and near wall region for 
computations.  
The goal of this work is to provide the reader with background on the topics discussed, the 
methods used to compute various parameters of interest, as well as to explain the setup and use of the 
LDV system as well as the difficulties of seeding and optical setups. Measurements were performed over 
various boundary roughness setups including smooth nylon, rough-sanded PVC, and 14mm glass 
marbles. For each boundary various flow conditions were used; however, all flows were fully turbulent. 
Computations were performed for common parameters such as shear stress, shear velocity, roughness 
height, etc. for each experiment. From the results the effects of the roughness on turbulence have been 
quantified and the concept of wall similarity (López and García, 1999) has been investigated further. 
Effects of the bed roughness are compared between all experiments and the effects of measurement 
location on the roughest bed are discussed. Finally the effects on turbulence are compared and the work 
done by López and García in 1999 is verified with the new setup and equipment.  
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Chapter 2 Background and Literature Review 
2.1: LDV Theory 
 
Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) methods are applied to study boundary and turbulence effects 
of beds with varied roughness in an open channel flow. The LDV system is capable of measuring the 
velocity of a fluid within a very small measuring volume and at a high sampling rate. To measure the 
velocity of the fluid the LDV takes advantage of a fringe pattern that occurs when two beams of laser 
light intersect. These fringe patterns, as seen in Figure 2.1, naturally occur when two beams of 
collimated and coherent light cross. In the figure the beams are represented by the series of parallel 
blue lines that represent the high/low pattern of a light waveform. When a seeding particle (small 
hollow glass sphere) crosses a fringe, a flash of light is detected by the photo detector and recorded. 
Based on the lens and the wavelengths of the light used, the fringe spacing is calculated by the LDV 
system, and it measures the time it takes a particle to cross the fringes. Given the time between 
crossings and the distance between fringes, the velocity for each seeding particle is determined. To deal 
with issues of low speeds of particles which are a problem, especially near boundary locations, a trick is 
employed. One of the beams of light for each wavelength is frequency shifted, causing the fringes to 
move in one direction at a very high speed corresponding to the frequency shift. The probe is typically 
set up to have the fringes move opposite to the mean flow direction. The speed of a particle is figured 
by taking the total frequency received by the photo detector and subtracting the frequency of the shift, 
leaving only the signal corresponding to the particle velocity as a result. 
 
 
Figure 2.1: Fringes created by laser beam crossing 
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2.1.1: Comparisons to ADV systems. 
 
One of the goals of this thesis is to look at and attempt to improve upon the work done by 
Fabian López and Marcelo García in their 1999 paper on wall similarity. In López and García’s work, a 
Sontek ADV system was used to measure the water velocity at a maximum frequency of 25Hz and a 
measuring volume of 8mm in length and 5mm in diameter (López and García, 1999). For these current 
experiments, the TSI LDV system used has a much larger theoretical maximum frequency of 400Hz. 
However, the data rate measured depends on seeding, laser power, location in flow, quality of flume 
window, etc. reducing the rate to around 50-200Hz, depending on measurement location. This rate is 
reduced further after data processing (even time sampling and correlation) causing data rates to drop to 
around 10Hz near the wall and 100Hz in the outer flow. In effect, the sampling rates of the data 
acquired do not differ too drastically from the ADV system used in the López and García paper. 
However, the LDVs strength lies in its small measurement volume. With the setup used in these 
experiments, the measurement volume was 1.24mm long (spanwise to flow) and .085mm in diameter 
(streamwise/vertical plane). With this small measurement volume, the LDV can not only measure a 
more precise point in the flow (less averaging) but also can measure much closer to the bed. Figures 2.2 
and 2.3 compare a plot provided in the López and García paper to one computed in same way using data 
from the LDV experiments respectively.  
 
 
Figure 2.2: Normalized vertical flux of turbulent kinetic energy (fig 2 in López and García, 1999, p. 792) 
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Figure 2.3: Normalized vertical flux of turbulent kinetic energy from current experiments 
 
From Figures 2.2 and 2.3 we can see a similar trend in the data (discussed in depth later in this 
paper), but mostly we can see differences between the measurements taken by the LDV and ADV 
systems. The LDV data set has measurements much closer to the wall z/H=.001 vs .025 and, due to the 
smaller measurement volume, the wall region can be measured in many discrete points rather than one 
larger averaged volume. For the near-wall data from the LDV, see Figure 2.4. The data show a vertical 
turbulent flux of zero right above the bed, with an increasingly magnitude as one moves from the bed. 
Interesting to note is that for a small region, the turbulent flux first points downwards and then reverts 
back to its increasingly positive trend. This downward behavior is not captured in the previous ADV 
experiments, since it occurs too close to the bed. This increased measurement sensitivity highlights one 
of the strongest benefits of the LDV system. 
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Figure 2.4: Near-wall normalized vertical flux of turbulent kinetic energy from current experiments 
 
2.2: Boundary Layer Theory 
 In fully turbulent fluid flows the boundary layer is comprised of three parts: the viscous 
sublayer, transitional region, and the outer region. The largest of the three is where the turbulent forces 
dominate the viscous friction forces to create apparent friction. However, there is also a very thin region 
known as the viscous sublayer where the viscous forces dominate the inertial forces due to proximity to 
a wall. Here the flow remains laminar (Chow, 1959). This viscous sublayer is very thin. In these 
experiments, it is measured to be in the 0.5-1mm range, depending on the experimental parameters. 
Even when using high resolution measurement equipment such as LDV, the viscous sublayer is a difficult 
space in which to measure, and only a small amount of data can be gathered. This is an area of future 
interest, since it is known that there are turbulence effects within the viscous sublayer, but it is a 
challenge to quantify these effects with current measurement tools.  
 
2.2.1: Regions of Boundary Layer 
There are three distinct regions in a turbulent flow over a smooth boundary. These regions are 
the viscous sublayer, buffer/transitional region, and the outer/log law region (Nezu, 2005). In the 
viscous sublayer, the dominant forces are viscous and the effect of turbulent shear stress is small.  The 
thickness of the viscous sublayer can be estimated by Equation 2.1 (García, 2008). Moving through the 
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buffer region, the effects of viscosity diminish while the effects of turbulence increase to a point where 
they are the dominant force in the outer region. To define scales of these respective regions, the 
concept of wall units (Z+) is used. Wall units (Equation 2.2) offer a means by which researchers can 
discuss distance in a flow, most specifically distance from a boundary. Wall units are defined by making 
the distance to the wall dimensionless. This is accomplished by multiplying distance by the shear velocity 
and dividing by the kinematic viscosity. In this form of a dimensionless unit, it is seen that the viscous 
sublayer extends up to around 5 wall units. The transition layer is found between 5 and 30 wall units, 
while from 30 wall units upwards is considered the outer flow. To make a fully dimensionless 
comparison, the velocity is made dimensionless with Equation 2.3. Figure 2.5 is a dimensionless plot of 
data from an experiment performed for this thesis, with regions of flow marked as well as the viscous 
sublayer and log law fits shown.   
𝛿𝑣 = 11.6
𝜈
𝑢∗
    Equation 2.1 
𝑍+ =
𝑢∗𝑧
𝜈
    Equation 2.2 
𝑈+ =
𝑢
𝑢∗
    Equation 2.3 
 
Figure 2.5: Experimental data in dimensionless form, with regions of flow delineated 
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2.3: Roughness 
 
 Flow in an open channel or pipe is typically described as smooth, transitional, or fully rough 
depending on the Reynolds number and the boundary roughness. The boundary roughness is quantified 
as the effective height of the roughness elements on the wall, known as the roughness height ‘k’, and a 
relative roughness is defined as the roughness height divided by the hydraulic radius ‘k/R’ (Chow 1959). 
With the relative roughness defined, a comparison between surfaces and flow conditions is possible. 
Nikuradse (1993) reported a comparison study of flow conditions through pipes coated with uniform 
sand grains. His work included flow through pipes with six different relative roughnesses and varying 
Reynolds numbers. From those results, Nikuradse defined the three ranges of flow roughness. The 
smooth regime occurs for small Reynolds numbers where the elements of roughness are fully contained 
within the viscous sublayer. The transition range occurs as the Reynolds number increases, and the 
viscous sublayer thickness is of similar order of magnitude as the roughness height. Finally, fully rough 
flow is independent of the Reynolds number and occurs where the thickness of the sublayer is less than 
the roughness height (Nikuradse, 1933).  This understanding of the relation between the viscous 
sublayer and the roughness of the flow is important when considering experiments that attempt to 
cover a range of flow roughness regimes. From experimental data presented in García (2008), a 
relationship between the roughness Reynolds number (function of the equivalent sand grain roughness) 
and the Bs value from the log law fit (seen below in equation 2.5) was plotted in Figure 2.6. This plot 
summarizes the relationship of flow parameters and boundary roughness to the regimes of flow 
roughness determined by Nikuradse (1933).  
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Figure 2.6: Roughness function Bs plotted against the roughness Reynolds number (Fig. 2-3, García, 2008) 
 
2.4 Turbulence  
 
Turbulent flow is made up of eddies with a range of scales and spectra which fluctuate across 
space and time (Nezu, 2005). To state more simply, turbulent flow is flow for which there are 
fluctuations of velocity around a mean for a given location over time. This differs from laminar flow—a 
situation in which no eddies exist and all flow stream lines are constant and parallel. Fluid flow can be 
described as turbulent, laminar, or transitional. These three modes of fluid flow are differentiated based 
on the Reynolds number of the flow which is determined explicitly from Equation 2.4. The Reynolds 
number relates the inertial forces (velocity) to the viscous forces acting on the flow to determine if it is 
turbulent, transitional or laminar. As the importance of viscosity increases, the flow becomes more 
laminar and the Reynolds number decreases. Inversely, as inertial forces become increasingly dominant, 
the flow becomes more turbulent, and the Reynolds number increases. This formulation of the Reynolds 
number uses the hydraulic diameter (D) as the length scale instead of the hydraulic radius (R). Due to 
this use of diameter, the cutoff for turbulent flow is above a Reynolds number of 2,000. It would shift to 
above 500 if the hydraulic radius was used as the length scale. The range from 2,000-10,000 is usually 
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considered a transition region, whereas flow above a Reynolds number of 10,000 can be considered fully 
turbulent.  
𝑅𝑒 =
𝜌𝐷𝑈
𝜇
     Equation 2.4 
The experiments conducted for this thesis were all designed to have a Reynolds number of 
greater than 10,000 when computed with Equation 2.4. This ensured that all occurred in fully turbulent 
flows and allowed for use of relations such as the log law of the wall (Equation 2.5). The log law of the 
wall applies to fully turbulent flow over the full range of roughness regimes. As seen in Figure 2.5 the log 
law is an excellent fit for the measurements outside of the transitional region. The formulation of the log 
law allows for the determination of the equivalent sand grain roughness ‘ks’ through Equations 2.5-2.7 
(García, 2008). This is especially useful to the work presented here since the roughness of the test 
flume’s bed was altered for each series of experiments. Being able to quantify the roughness based on 
measurements and to determine the roughness regime is essential to quantifying differences in the flow 
conditions.  
𝑢
𝑢∗
=
1
𝛫
𝑙𝑛 (
𝑧−𝑧𝑏
𝑘𝑠
) + 𝐵𝑠     Equation 2.5 
𝐵𝑠 = 8.5 + (2.5 𝑙𝑛(𝑅𝑒∗) − 3)𝑒
−0.121 𝑙𝑛(𝑅𝑒∗)
2.42
  Equation 2.6 
 
𝑅𝑒∗ =
𝑢∗𝑘𝑠
𝜈
      Equation 2.7 
 
2.4.1 Turbulent Kinetic Energy  
Turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) is the inertial energy associated with turbulence induced eddies 
in a fully turbulent flow. The budget of energy in a fully developed turbulent boundary layer flow is given 
by Equations 2.8 and 2.9 (López and García, 1999). The turbulent kinetic energy is defined as seen in 
Equation 2.10 (García et al., 2004). This form of the energy budget can be simplified for a steady, wide, 
uniform open-channel flow by assuming that the mean vertical flow (W) is equal to zero and that 
convection is negligible (López and García, 1999). The simplified form is seen in Equation 2.11.  
 
𝑈
𝜕
𝜕𝑥
(
1
2
𝑞2̅̅ ̅) + 𝑊
𝜕
𝜕𝑧
(
1
2
𝑞2̅̅ ̅) + 𝑢′𝑤 ′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅
𝜕𝑈
𝜕𝑧
+
𝜕
𝜕𝑧
(
1
2
𝑞2𝑤′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ + 𝑝𝑤 ′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅) + 𝜀 = 0  Equation 2.8 
𝑞2 = 𝑢′
2
+ 𝑣′
2
+ 𝑤 ′
2
     Equation 2.9 
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𝑇𝐾𝐸 =
1
2
(𝑢′
2
+ 𝑣′
2
+ 𝑤 ′
2
)    Equation 2.10 
𝑢′𝑤 ′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅
𝜕𝑈
𝜕𝑧
+
𝜕
𝜕𝑧
(
1
2
𝑞2𝑤′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ + 𝑝𝑤 ′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅) + 𝜀 = 0   Equation 2.11 
 
In this simplified form of the energy balance, the term which pertains to the transfer of mean 
flow energy to eddies (generating TKE) is seen to be the term on the far left. The second term on the 
left-hand side, quantifies the diffusion of TKE in the vertical direction and Epsilon denotes the rate to 
TKE dissipation. For cases of turbulent flow across stationary boundaries, there can be defined regions 
near the wall where the rates of energy production and dissipation are very large. In such cases, the 
turbulent motions related to this energy exchange are dependent on the shear stress within the region 
and are independent of effects from outside the region (Townsend, 1961). Townsend calls these regions 
“equilibrium layers” due to the equilibrium between the production and dissipations of local TKE. From 
this concept, Townsend derives Equation 2.12, which explicitly states the relationship between 
production and dissipation of TKE (i.e. rate of production is the same as rate of dissipation). Using this 
relationship equation 2.11 is further reduced to obtain Equation 2.13 which defines a vertical flux of 
TKE. López and García (1999) discuss the energy balance in various regions of the flow and determines 
the following: (1) Very near the bed there is an excess of TKE which is partially converted to heat, and 
the remaining TKE is diffused via pressure and vertical fluctuations away from the boundary to provide 
energy to upper regions of the flow; (2) Far from the boundary, the turbulence production is exceeded 
by dissipation, creating an imbalance in the energy budget which causes TKE to decrease; (3) In the 
intermediate region, dissipation and generation are balanced, indicating that the relationship in 
Equation 2.12 by Townsend applies for a larger region than the very thin region in the equilibrium layer 
hypothesis (López and García, 1999). This analysis by López and García is the foundation for the 
definition of a region where a constant value of the normalized flux of TKE can be found leading to the 
concept of “wall similarity.” 
−𝑢′𝑤 ′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅
𝜕𝑈
𝜕𝑧
= 𝜀     Equation 2.12 
𝜕
𝜕𝑧
(
1
2
𝑞2𝑤 ′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ + 𝑝𝑤 ′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅) ≈ 0    Equation 2.13 
𝜕
𝜕𝑧
(
1
2
𝑞2𝑤 ′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅) ≈ 0    Equation 2.14 
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2.4.2 Wall Similarity 
 
 Working in the equilibrium region of open channel flows, the aim is to find a universal value for 
the normalized flux of TKE, regardless of the roughness in fully turbulent flow. Starting from the gradient 
of the vertical flux of TKE seen in Equation 2.14, it is reduced to Equation 2.15, which defines the 
constant value that is desired in the intermediation region of the flow (López and García, 1999). In order 
to compare the vertical flux across experiments, it is normalized by dividing by the shear velocity cubed 
(Equation 2.16). As seen in Equation 2.9 the 𝑞2 term contains all three components of velocity 
fluctuations. Since the experiments performed for this work only contain the streamwise and vertical 
components, an assumption is made for the third component as seen in Equation 2.17 (López and 
García, 1999). 
(
1
2
𝑞2𝑤 ′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅) ≈ 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡    Equation 2.15 
(
1
2
𝑞2𝑤′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅)
𝑢∗3
≈ 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡    Equation 2.16 
𝑣′2𝑤 ′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ≈ 𝑤 ′2𝑤 ′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅      Equation 2.17 
 
In the 1999 paper, López and García reported experimental results of 0.33 for the normalized 
vertical flux of TKE in the intermediate region from ƞ=0.15 to 0.5 (where ƞ=z/H). When López and García 
examined a range of experimental results and numerical simulations from previous studies they 
determined that the constant value should range from 0.27 to 0.33 over a range of ƞ=0.15 to 0.7. For 
their experiments, López and García had a mean velocity range of 0.28-0.47 m/s and a shear velocity 
range of 0.012-0.019 m/s. For the experiments in this thesis, the mean velocity ranges from 0.09-0.42 
m/s and a shear velocity ranges from 0.009-0.025 m/s. López and García did use a wider range of data 
once they considered results from other experiments done with hotwire probes. However, the aim of 
this thesis is to reproduce this analysis using a set of experiments obtained with LDV in a similar facility 
to ensure reduction of variables.  
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Chapter 3 Experimental Setup and Methods 
 
3.1 Equipment Used 
 
 The LDV setup used for these experiments contained many parts that worked together as a 
whole. The main system which was put together by TSI contained the laser head, optics, and 
measuring/receiving hardware as well as software to process the data. The experiments also used the 
long flume known as the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI, named for location of origin) 
Flume, an automated traverse to move the laser probe, and seeding particles. A detailed list of 
equipment used follows below. 
a. LDV: The LDV system used in this experiment was made by TSI and had the following 
parts for a complete setup. 
i. Laser: Spectra-Physics Stabilite 2017 Ar-Ion  
ii. Probe: TSI TR 60 Series Probe, 3-D, non-submersible 
1. Lens: TSI Model TLN06-363, Focal Distance 363mm 
2. With this configuration the measurement volume is 3.78x10-12m3 
iii. Optical Splitter: TSI Fiberlight Multi-Color Beam Generator 3-Component 
iv. Photo Detector Module: TSI PDM1000 
v. Signal Processor: TSI FSA3500/4000  
vi. Oscilloscope: A Tektronix oscilloscope was added to the setup to improve user 
interpretation of the return signal, allowing better control of the setup.  
vii. Software and Computer: TSI provided a software package called FlowSizer to 
collect and manage data from the LDV system. 
b. Flume: Long fiberglass flume with Plexiglas windows currently located at the UIUC Ven 
Te Chow Hydrosystems Lab (see Figure 3.1) 
i. Main channel: 17m long with section dimensions of 0.6m wide and 0.3m deep 
ii. Slope adjust: Hydraulic pistons to raise/lower end of the flume to change slope 
iii. Flow straightener and “ball pit” to eliminate secondary currents 
iv. PVC false bottom was added for smoothing and evening out of the floor 
c. Traverse: isel three-axis traverse with corresponding controller 
d. Seeding: Hollow glass spheres with diameter of 11 microns  
e. Bed: Three Configurations 
i. Sanded PVC false bottom 
ii. Nylon sticker coating 
iii. Glass marbles 14mm diameter 
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Figure 3.1: WHOI flume; note that the figure is not to scale 
 
3.2 Experimental Setup 
 
To perform the series of profiles that make up the LDV tests in the WHOI flume some things such as 
slope and water fill are set up once at the beginning and checked periodically; others, such as the 
seeding, have to be adjusted before each experiment. Water temperature also has to be monitored 
before, during and at the end of an experiment. As the bed roughness was changed sloped had to be 
altered and checked to maintain uniform flow conditions throughout all experiments. 
 3.2.1 Slope Adjust 
 
 For this flume with a PVC floor the Manning’s ‘n’ value was estimated based on experiments 
performed using shims to adjust the channels slope in small increments and using a point gauge to 
determine the water depth at various location along the length of the flume. From these tests the 
Manning’s ‘n’ value was found to be approximately 0.0116. This result closely matched the expected 
range of 0.009-0.11 for a channel with PVC walls. This flume was on the higher end of the range since 
the PVC was sanded, causing a slight increase in the friction at the boundary. With this Manning’s value 
and the chosen discharge and depth for the experiments, the Manning’s relationship (Equation 3.1) was 
used to yield a slope required to uniform flow for each experiment. To ensure that the slope of this 
flume was accurate a set of shims was used in order to avoid relying on the pistons lifting and holding 
the flume evenly. A simple calculation of length and change in shim stack yielded the correct slope. 
Then, the pistons were lowered and the flume was set. For the future tests with rough and smooth 
beds, the Manning relationship was not used and in its place a series of mm tape rulers were attached 
to the windows during the initial calibration tests. These rules were in place when the water depth was 
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known with the point gauge so they could be a trusted source of water depth measurements in the 
future.  
𝑈 =
1
𝑛
𝑅2/3𝑆1/2    Equation 3.1 
3.2.2 Water Fill 
 
When starting off with the flume empty, it was important to fill the water at least a day before 
measuring with the LDV. The reason for this was that small bubbles formed as the water warmed up in 
the lab and these small bubbles stuck to the walls, making near bed measurements with the lasers 
impossible. Between taking profiles there were times when the flume sat unused for a week, so water 
levels had to be adjusted to compensate for evaporation. Each time water was filled it was checked 
against two millimeter-scale rulers mounted on the outside of a window on each end of the flume. 
These two rulers were calibrated to the uniform level when the Manning calibration was performed as 
discussed previously. 
 
3.2.3 Seeding 
 
 For this set of experiments the seeding used were hollow glass spheres with a diameter of 11 
microns. Using the method outlined by Jose Mier (Mier & García, 2011), the seeding density was 
computed—based on the volume of water, seeding particles used, and the LDV setup—to be 
approximately 6-10 grams (depending on measuring volume) for experiments with 6cm water depth. 
For these experiments the ellipsoid method of computing the lasers’ measurement volume was used, 
and it yielded a seeding requirement of 10 grams while the cylindrical computation recommended 6 
grams. Initially, 5-6 grams were put in. After adding an additional 5 grams, it was determined that the 
water was sufficiently seeded and the laser was operating properly. If one adds too much seeding and 
the water becomes milky, the laser performance diminishes as the light is blocked by seeding particles 
that are not in the measurement volume. Between measurement days, the seeding concentration 
varied a bit due to some of the glass spheres settling out. To compensate for this each day a bit more 
seeding was added to achieve a similar level of “cloudiness” and data rate from the LDV system. The 
purpose of the seeding concentration calculation was to determine the magnitude of the seeding 
concentration so one does not have to simply guess. 
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3.2.4 LDV Probe Setup 
 
The probe used in this experiment was the TSI TR 60 Series Probe which can measure all 3 
components of velocity and is non-submersible. For this experiment only two components of velocity 
were measured: streamwise (U) and vertical (W). This was done because of the difficulty of measuring 
near the bed for the third component. Due to the small angles, the final result has larger error. To do the 
third component measurement properly, a second probe would be used ideally. The lens used with the 
probe was the TSI Model TLN06-363 with a focal distance of 363mm. For quick reference the blue light 
was used to measure the streamwise component of velocity while the green light measured the vertical 
component. A reference figure is provided in Figure 3.2 for a view of the probe from the front showing 
where each color of light would come out. Figure 3.3 shows an image taken during one of the 
experiments where one can see the four beams entering the flume very close to the bed. The location of 
the beam crossing was just above the bed in this image, behind the bright light on the bed due to the 
top beam hitting bed. From this image one can see how the lower beam would have difficulties making 
any type of measurement in the lower 25mm of the flow in this setup. 
 
Figure 3.2: Beam layout on the TR 60 probe as configured for this experiment; violet is not used 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.3: Image from an experiment showing the beams crossing just above the bed with the upper beam hitting 
the bed just past the measurement location and the three middle beams hitting nearer to the far wall 
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A few obstacles made setting up the laser probe somewhat challenging. First the issue of 
refraction—due to the light moving through air, then Plexiglas, then water—caused the focal point to be 
in a different location than that stated by the lens’s specifications; if one wanted accurate 
measurements in the center of the flow, this had to be accounted for. To do this a spreadsheet was 
made that used Snell’s Law of Refraction (Equation 3.2) as well as information provided by the LDV 
probe and the lens specifications to determine the distance between the probe and Plexiglas in order to 
ensure the beam crossing occurred at the center of the channel. For the probe used, the beam spacing 
as it exited the lens was 25mm and the angle at which it exited was 3.97 degrees from a line parallel 
with the probe. Figure 3.4 is an example of an image produced by the spreadsheet for the parameters 
entered, and shows what the beam path would look like from above. In this figure the blue beams were 
coming from the sides and the green beam was coming from the top and middle points on the probe, as 
seen in Figure 3.2. As demonstrated in Figure 3.4, the beam angle was reduced as it entered the water, 
causing the focal distance to be increased due to the transition from air to water. 
 
𝑛𝑖 sin 𝜃𝑖 = 𝑛𝑟 sin 𝜃𝑟    Equation 3.2 
  
 
Figure 3.4: Results of the beam crossing calculation viewed from above 
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Additionally, in order to make measurements as close to the bed as possible, there had to be a 
slight tilt to the probe in order to prevent the beam from hitting the bed before the beam cross point. 
Figure 3.3 shows the beams were crossing close to the bed, only a few measurement points above the 
starting point. For the first point at a distance of .1mm from the bed, the beams would have been too 
close to the bed and would not have made it to the focal point. To correct for this there was a 1-degree 
tilt on the laser, and this was also accounted for in the refraction calculations. A second image (Figure 
3.5) is provided for the side view of the beam paths after the computations were complete. 
 
 
Figure 3.5: Results of the beam crossing calculation viewed from side 
 
The downside of this tilt to the probe was that the crossings of the green beams and blue beams 
did not occur in exactly the same space (see Figure 3.6). The tilt of the probe caused the intersection 
point of the green beams to occur further out and the purple beam to occur a bit closer to the probe 
with the blue crossing in the middle. The end effect for this experiment was that the green beams 
crossed about .2mm further away than the blue beams, which meant that the measurement volumes 
did not fully overlap. The cost of this overlap loss is that there were points that were measured on one 
beam and not the other; these points were discarded in the processing of the data.  
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Figure 3.6: Close up view of the intersection point of the side view from the laser angle calculator.4-5 intersection is 
the blue beam pair and the 1-2 intersection is the green beam pair 
 
Once the probe was set up with the correct lens and the distance and angle to install the probe 
was known, what remained was to set the probe up on the traverse. Before installing the probe, the 
traverse was leveled using shims under each wheel and a digital level. Next, the probe was installed on 
an adjustable angle platform that was set to 1 degree. Finally, the probe was moved towards the glass 
until the distance between the lens and glass was 12.9mm as found by the laser angle calculator in order 
to make sure that the measurement volume was in the center of the channel. Figure 3.7 shows what the 
probe looked like when installed on the traverse.  
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Figure 3.7: Probe installed on the traverse located at the last window of the WHOI flume 
 
3.2.5 Additional Setup 
 
At this point the flume was full and seeded and the probe was setup correctly. The rest of the 
setup essentially involved safety coverings to protect lab users from the laser light and turning on the 
pump to the desired flow rate. The pump was operated by a controllable power supply into which the 
user inputted the running frequency for the pump. In order to determine what frequency would be 
used, a flow meter was attached to the discharge line of the pump before the water entered the flume 
and a readout in liters/sec. was given to the user. Since the flume was quite long, the pump was left on 
without taking measurements for some time to allow for the water to reach a steady uniform flow. 
While the flume was steadying, the laser was allowed to warm up and the optics were adjusted to 
output the maximum amount of light for a given input current. Once the laser was adjusted, the seeding 
mixed, and flow was steady, the experiments could begin. 
 
3.2.6 Altering Bed of Flume 
 
Slope, water, seeding and probe setup were required for each experiment performed in the 
WHOI flume. However, one more major setup was performed for the different sets of data. The flume 
started with a 60-grit sanded PVC false bottom that was placed on top of the traditional fiberglass bed of 
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the flume. This false bottom was installed in order to raise the bed the ¾” required so that the bed 
would be just above the lower edge of the window so that the LDV could measure close to the bed more 
easily. The false bottom also helped flatten out the WHOI flume which suffered from age and a sagging 
fiberglass bed. Between the supports there was a measurable drop in the bed by 3-4mm due to weight 
of water and sediment, sagging the flume over time. This PVC surface was the basis for the first round of 
experiments but it was then smoothed using a nylon sheet with single-sided adhesive that was installed 
in a similar fashion to the installation of a screen protector on a cell phone. Finally, to roughen the bed, 
14mm glass marbles were placed on the bed in a tightly packed arrangement (see Figure 3.8). 
 
 
Figure 3.8: Glass marbles in the tightly packed arrangement. Image on left is looking downstream the flume while 
dry. Figure on right is close up of the marble arrangement with flow from right to left when flume is running 
 
3.3 Measurement Methods 
 
3.3.1 Locating the Bed 
 
In order to figure out where to locate the probe to measure the first point at 0.1mm from the 
bed, the location of the bed was needed. To do this a webcam was used and the laser was set to a lower 
power setting so that the individual beams could be seen clearly. Then, the traverse was moved up 
slowly until the laser beams were seen moving across the bed. Eventually, there was a point on the bed 
where all 4 beams meet. This became the zero point from which the traverse moved. This step was a bit 
qualitative and relied on the user looking carefully at the images from the camera to determine where 
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the bed was. Often there was a bit of error that was corrected when looking at the profile of the viscous 
sublayer in the results. This method worked for the sanded PVC and smooth beds but not for the bed 
covered in glass marbles. For the rough bed, the camera gave the user an idea where the beams were, 
but the probe was moved up until there was a point at which data was beginning to be collected.  
 
3.3.2 Setting the Filters 
 
In the FlowSizer software package provided by TSI to take and process LDV data, there are many 
options regarding the signal processing done by the hardware. These options include the PMT voltage, 
band-pass filter, and down mixing frequency. The PMT voltage is essentially an amplifier that increases 
the power of the signal coming back so that the user can tweak it to decide what signals can trigger as a 
legitimate data points and which cannot. The band-pass filter allows the user to select the range of 
returning frequencies (i.e., velocities) that will be recorded by the hardware. For example, near the bed, 
the band-pass filter should be set narrower since the velocities will not vary as much in a low turbulence 
zone, and, as you move from the bed, the filter is adjusted to accept a wider range of values. To adjust 
this properly, it is best to take some data with a wide open filter and then reduce it so that the 
frequency histogram provided in the software shows the data fitting in a range that is at least 3 times 
wider than the range of data coming in. Finally, the down-mix frequency is used to adjust the position of 
the filter so that the width of frequencies can be moved from low velocities to higher and the speed of 
the water increases point to point. These settings, along with laser power, must be adjusted to achieve 
the best possible results. For the benefit of really understanding what is going on with the signal 
processing, an oscilloscope is also used so that the incoming signals can be seen and the effects of the 
various settings can be determined and accounted for. 
 
3.3.3 Taking Data 
 
Once the signal processing was set correctly, the first data points could be taken. Usually, the 
hardware settings such as power and filters were not changed for every point in the outer flow, but near 
the bed every adjustment made a large difference, especially where the flow velocities were changing 
greatly from point to point. For this reason, collecting data was somewhat tedious. Each point was 
measured until the mean velocity steadied out. This usually took about 10 minutes near the bed and 5 
minutes in the outer flow. These times are based on how long it took the mean of the data to steady 
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out. In Figures 3.9-3.12, RMS error is plotted as a function of time so the effects of measurement time 
can be seen clearly. This is done by comparing the RMS computed for data points spanning time t=0 to 
t=0+n where n is the step in time defined by the data rate to the RMS computed for the entire data set. 
As one expects, it is guaranteed to converge to zero at the full time since we are comparing error of the 
full data set to the full data set, but what is important is where it levels out and how long that takes. For 
example, looking at Figure 3.9, the error is large in the first 100 seconds but after about 200 seconds it 
steadies out and remains in a range of about ±2% error. This analysis is done while recording the data 
since the RMS values are shown in real time and each point is measured until it reaches a steady result 
before moving to the next point in the flow. The process of adjusting settings, recording data points, and 
moving the traverse to the next point was repeated until the profile was complete. 
 
 
Figure 3.9: Duration analysis from experiment A1 at 0.33mm from the bed 
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Figure 3.10: Duration analysis from experiment A1 at 15.9 mm from the bed 
 
 
Figure 3.11: Duration analysis from experiment C1 at 0.34 mm from the bed 
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Figure 3.12: Duration analysis from experiment C1 at 15.9 mm from the bed 
 
 
3.3.4 Processing Data 
 
Once all the data was collected it was post processed by the user in order to apply the software 
coincidence and even time sampling methods provided by the FlowSizer software. Software coincidence 
ensured that if a particle was measured by one beam pair, it was also simultaneously measured by the 
other beam pair(s). The user could adjust the amount of time during which the software considered the 
particles to be simultaneously measured. The window was adjusted by a percent scale of the time the 
particle was measured by each channel. If a particle was measured for 100us and the scale was set to 
200%, then the system would consider the crossings to be simultaneous if the second beam pair 
measured the same particle within a 200us window centered on the first beam pair’s measurement 
window. The other very important post processing step was to take the data and apply even time 
sampling to it. The LDV took data as it saw it so the raw data did not have a uniform data rate. To avoid 
any bias towards the faster or slower particles, even time sampling was applied by the software at a rate 
defined by the user. This defined rate could not exceed the raw rate captured by the LDV and usually 
there was a reduction in data due to this, especially if there was a brief period of high data 
concentration and the rest of the data set was lower concentration. One final post processing step was 
to remove obvious outlier points from the recorded data. If filters were a bit wide, then there could be a 
few points at magnitudes much greater than the mean velocity that were then removed by defined sub-
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ranges. Any point outside the sub-range was removed from the exported data but remained in the raw 
data. 
 
3.4: Experimental Conditions 
 
 Series of experiments were done varying depth, speed, bed roughness, and measurement 
location. The series are designated by letters and numbers, with the first letter indicating depth and 
speed number for location with ‘1’ indicating center and the last letter (if present) indicating smooth or 
rough bed. For all experiments, the flume was setup so that the flow was uniform, steady state, and 
subcritical. For all experiments, the Reynolds number was set to be greater than 10,000 to ensure fully 
turbulent flow. The experimental conditions for the first set of experiments with the sanded PVC bed are 
shown in table 3.1. Table 3.2 displays experimental conditions for the runs with the marble bed (rough 
case) and the nylon sheet (smooth case).  
 
Table 3.1: Experimental Conditions for PVC Bed 
Parameter Symbol Units A1 A2 A3 B1 C1 
Depth H m 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.06 0.06 
Width B m 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 
Cross-sectional  Area A m2 0.138 0.138 0.138 0.036 0.036 
Hydraulic Diameter D m 0.521 0.521 0.521 0.2 0.2 
Location (dist. to LHB) - m 0.3 0.15 0.05 0.3 0.3 
Slope S - 0.00007 0.00007 0.00007 0.00037 0.00084 
Pump Speed N Hz 30 30 30 8.1 14.8 
Temperature T C 20 20 20 18 20.5 
Mean Velocity U m/s 0.238 0.220 0.181 0.251 0.419 
Froude Number Fr - 0.158 0.146 0.120 0.327 0.546 
Reynolds Number Re - 122445 112950 92912 47135 83824 
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Table 3.2: Experimental Conditions for Altered Bed 
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Chapter 4 Results and Discussion 
 
4.1: Computation of Parameters 
 
From the data gathered various parameters were calculated including bed shear stress, shear 
velocity, Reynolds number, and sublayer thickness. From the experiment setup a few values are known 
such as slope, temperature, flow rate, and cross-section geometry. These known values are used along 
with the measured water speed data for the computations in this section. Temperature affects the 
density and viscosity of the water. Thus, multiple temperature readings were taken during each 
experiment and averaged to the values listed in tables 3.1 and 3.2. From temperature, the values for 
density, kinematic viscosity, and dynamic viscosity are computed with Equations 4.1-4.3 respectively.  
𝜌 = (1 −
(𝑇+288.9414)∗(𝑇−3.9863)2
508929.2∗(𝑇+68.12963)
) ∗ 1000  Equation 4.1 
𝜈 =
1.79∗10−6
1+0.03368∗𝑇+0.00024∗𝑇2
    Equation 4.2 
𝜇 = 𝜌 ∗ 𝜈      Equation 4.3 
 
4.1.1: Shear Velocity and Bed Shear Stress 
 Bed shear stress has been calculated in three distinct ways for each experiment. First the shear 
stress was calculated using Equation 4.4 for the wide channel approx. This method gives a direct 
calculation of the bed shear stress from the setup parameters, which represents an average for the 
length for the flume. The second way uses the slope of the log law (Equation 4.5) fit to find the shear 
velocity (𝑢∗), at a local point, via Equation 4.6 and then the shear stress with Equation 4.7. The final way 
uses the slope of the viscous sublayer to determine du/dz which was used in Equation 4.8 to determine 
viscous shear stress.  
𝜏𝑏 = 𝜌𝑔𝐻𝑆        Equation 4.4 
𝑢 =
𝑢∗
.41
𝑙𝑛 (
𝑧
𝑧0
)      Equation 4.5 
𝑢∗ = 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 ∗ 0.41;   ′𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒′ 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑙𝑎𝑤 𝑓𝑖𝑡  Equation 4.6 
𝜏𝑏 = 𝑢∗
2𝜌      Equation 4.7 
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𝜏𝑏 = 𝜇
𝑑𝑢
𝑑𝑧
      Equation 4.8 
 
The first method computes the bed shear stress from the properties of the channel by Equation 
4.4. This equation applies to wide channel flow situation typically with a width to depth ratio of 10 or 
greater. Due to the aspect ratio, restriction method did not hold well for the experiment set “A” since 
we had a width to depth of around 2.6. Therefore, the formulation was modified in Equation 4.9. Also, 
for the ‘B’, ‘C’, and ‘D’ experiments, the modified shear stress equation was used since it yielded results 
that were in line with those found experimentally. The results for shear stress and shear velocity 
calculations for all runs can be seen in tables 4.1 and 4.2 respectively. Note how the modified channel 
slope equation results more closely matched the experimental results (log and viscous sublayer fit) as 
compared to the wide channel approximation for the deeper A1 experiment. The rest of the 
experiments were at a width to depth of 10, so they were borderline as a wide channel. The modified 
and the wide channel approximate both yielded results that are in line with the experimental results. 
One point to note is that the slope of the log fit method for run C1 may be inaccurate since the fast 
shallow flow prevented the entire log fit region from being recorded (see appendix Figure A21). 
𝜏𝑏 =
𝜌𝑔𝐻𝐵𝑆
𝐵+𝐻
        Equation 4.9 
 
Table 4.1: Results of boundary shear stress calculations 
Boundary Shear Stress (N/m2) 
Method A1 B1 C1 B1S C1S B1R B2R B3R D1R 
Slope of log fit 0.119 0.174 0.606 0.108 0.506 .5627 0.524 0.543 0.070 
Slope of viscous sublayer 0.091 0.148 0.548 0.117 0.382 n/a n/a n/a n/a 
Modified Channel Slope Eqn. 0.110 0.196 0.449 0.196 0.449 0.619 0.619 0.619 0.067 
Wide channel approx. Eqn. 0.152 0.216 0.494 0.216 0.494 0.681 0.681 0.681 0.073 
 
 
Table 4.2: Results of shear velocity calculations 
Shear Velocity (m/s) 
Method A1 B1 C1 B1S C1S B1R B2R B3R D1R 
Slope of log fit 0.011 0.013 0.025 0.010 0.023 0.024 0.023 0.023 0.008 
Slope of viscous sublayer 0.010 0.012 0.023 0.011 0.020 n/a n/a n/a n/a 
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4.1.2: Reynolds Number and Sublayer Thickness 
 
Also calculated was the Reynolds number and sublayer thickness. The Reynolds number was 
determined from Equation 4.10 where the mean streamwise velocity was found by integrating each 
profile using the trapezoid rule. Since the laser cannot measure the top 2 cm of the flow, this top point 
was extrapolated from the log law fit and velocity profile. This extrapolation was required since the 
entire depth of the flow is required to determine the mean velocity in the profile. The viscous sublayer 
thickness was determined from Equation 4.11.  
 
    𝑅𝑒 =
𝜌𝐷?̅?
𝜇
         Equation 4.10 
𝛿𝑣 = 11.6
𝜈
𝑢∗
     Equation 4.11 
 
The results for mean velocity, Reynolds number and sublayer thickness are posted in table 4.3. 
From these results it is clear that we are dealing with a fully turbulent flow since open channel is defined 
as being turbulent above a Reynolds number of 2,000 and fully turbulent above Reynolds number of 
10,000 when computed with the hydraulic diameter. The viscous sublayer thickness is seen to be on the 
magnitude of 1mm for most experiments; this small vicsous sublayer is of interest for future 
experiments. In the first 1mm of flow for experiment A1 there are only six good points. The other 
experiments have a few more or less but there are limits on how close to the bed one can take points 
due to reflections and low data rates. If we are able to increase the size of the sublayer, then there is 
more space to take more points and there will be many more points in areas away from the bed, thus 
increasing the quantity and quality of sublayer data. With a better view of the viscous sublayer, better 
analysis of possible turbulence effects within it can be made. 
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Table 4.3: Viscous sublayer thickness and Reynolds Number results 
Run Mean Flow (m/s) Sublayer thickness (mm) Reynolds Number 
A1 0.238 1.07 122459 
B1 0.251 0.93 47135 
C1 0.419 0.47 83824 
B1S 0.214 1.23 38728 
C1S 0.418 0.58 74189 
B1R 0.233 n/a 44667 
B2R 0.235 n/a 47799 
B3R 0.234 n/a 47941 
D1R 0.090 n/a 19503 
 
 
4.1.3: Dimensionless 
 
 The profiles from the experiments were made dimensionless by defining 𝑈+ and 𝑍+ as seen in 
Equations 4.12 and 4.13 respectively. Equation 4.14 is the general dimensionless form of the log law fit 
(Equation 4.5). Where 𝑘 is the Von Kármán constant equal to 0.41, 𝐶+ is a constant to shift the log curve 
(typ. 5.5), 𝑢∗ is the shear velocity, and 𝜈 is the kinematic viscosity of water.  
𝑈+ =
𝑢
𝑢∗
     Equation 4.12 
𝑍+ =
𝑧
𝜈
𝑢∗⁄
     Equation 4.13 
𝑈+ =
1
𝑘
ln(𝑍+) + 𝐶+    Equation 4.14 
 
4.2: Velocity and RMS Profile 
 
 Streamwise velocity profiles have been created for all 9 experiments and can been seen in the 
appendix (Figures A1-A9). The streamwise velocity profiles from experiments A1, C1, and B1R can be 
seen in Figures 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 respectively. Each figure has an insert overlay of the near wall region so 
that the linear viscous sublayer region can be seen more clearly. We clearly see a linear viscous sublayer 
region in the first millimeter of the profile for the profiles corresponding to A1 and C1. However, for 
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case B1R the marbles are far larger than any viscous sublayer could be, so the existence of one is put in 
doubt. In the figure it does appear to have a linear region near the bottom of the profile, and this is 
discussed more when we look at how profile location affects the near wall region with the marble bed. 
For each case the profile only goes up to 2 cm below the full depth due to the angle the laser is set at. If 
the laser is brought up to a point where it can measure the top 2 cm the uppermost beam will be out of 
the water in the flume and this will alter beam intersection point in the water. To fix this the problem, it 
could be tilted to a level position or even tilted to point slightly upwards but then the bottom most 
region of the flume would be impossible to measure. In these experiments it is desired to start 
measuring as close to the bed as possible so the sacrifice is made in the outer flow area where the 
uppermost point is determined through extrapolation as discussed earlier. 
 
Figure 4.1: Streamwise velocity profile from experiment A1 with overlay of near wall region 
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Figure 4.2: Streamwise velocity profile from experiment C1 with overlay of near wall region 
 
Figure 4.3: Streamwise velocity profile from experiment B1R with overlay of near wall region. 
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RMS velocity profiles have been created for all 9 runs and can been seen in the appendix 
(Figures A10-A18). The RMS velocity profiles from experiments A1, C1, and B1R can be seen in figures 
4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 respectively. Each figure has an insert overlay of the near wall region so that the viscous 
sublayer region can be seen more clearly. From the plotting, it seems that the RMS is behaving as we 
would expect. The streamwise RMS increases linearly through the sublayer, then diminishes as it 
approaches the surface of the flow. The vertical RMS also increases as it moves from the bed since the 
bed dampens any vertical turbulence. As we approach the surface, the vertical RMS reaches a maximum 
then decays in the free stream.  
 
 
 
Figure 4.4: RMS velocity profile from experiment A1 with overlay of near wall region 
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Figure 4.5: RMS velocity profile from experiment C1 with overlay of near wall region 
 
Figure 4.6: RMS velocity profile from experiment B1R with overlay of near wall region 
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4.2.1: Dimensionless Velocity Profiles 
 
A dimensionless plot has been made using Equations 4.12-4.14 in the “Computation of 
Parameters” section. This dimensionless plot includes the liner and log law fits and from Figure 4.7. It 
appears that the experimental data correlates better with the theory for some experiments and less so 
for others. The experiments that do not correlate as well are those with greater shear velocities such as 
the faster case of C1 and the marble cases of B1R and D1R. The greater shear velocity causes the U+ 
term to shrink while increasing the Z+ term, causing the plots to shift downwards compared to the PVC 
bed cases. This shift is also seen in case B1S. Since the smooth bed causes a lower shear velocity, the 
plot is shifted above the rest while case C1S makes up for the smoothness with faster flow maintaining a 
similar shear and plot as with the sanded PVC cases. Looking at experiments that are run at same speed 
and depth, one can see the effects of the bed on the dimensionless profiles.  In the figure, one can 
clearly see the viscous sublayer region that extends to about a Z+ value of 5, then the transitional zone 
from Z+ of 5 to 30, and the log law region above that with the outer layer above Z+ of 30.  
 
 
Figure 4.7: Dimensionless velocity profiles with log law and linear theory plotted 
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Due to the wide range of shifts caused by various roughnesses, it is desired to collapse all of the 
data into one single curve using a correction for U+. One method is prescribed by Equation 4.15 and 4.16 
for fully-rough wall regime (Fedele et al., 2001). When this formulation is applied to the present data it 
does shift the marble bed cases towards the theoretical log law fit line, but it does not shift the smooth 
or transitional cases well. This formulation is altered in the manner expressed by Equations 4.17-4.19. 
Equation 4.17 is essentially similar to the one presented by Fedele in 2001. However, it is assuming the 
values of Bs=8.5 for fully rough and 5.5 for fully smooth (as seen in section 2.3). Equation 4.19 does shift 
all of the data towards the theory wall, but if it is modified slightly to Equation 4.20, then it matches 
theory much better. This shift is acceptable since the constant is based on the fit from the Re-Bs plot 
which is found by fitting experimental data. For example, if one fits that fully rough regime to 8.4 
instead of 8.5 Equation 4.20 is found. Data plotted in Figure 4.7 is replotted in Figure 4.8a to account for 
the shift provided by Equation 4.20. Figure 4.8b is identical to 4.8a except that Z+ is no longer a log scale 
and the range focuses on the viscous sublayer. From Figure 4.8b one can see that the non-fully rough 
cases have a liner sublayer region that follows theory closely. 
𝛥𝑈+ =
1
𝜅
𝑙𝑛(𝑘+) − 3.24    Equation 4.15 
𝑘+ =
𝑘𝑠𝑢∗
𝜈
      Equation 4.16 
𝛥𝑈+ =
1
𝜅
𝑙𝑛(𝑘+) − (8.5 − 5.5)    Equation 4.17 
𝛥𝑈+ =
1
𝜅
𝑙𝑛(𝑘+) − (8.5 − 5.5) + (𝐵𝑠 − 8.5)  Equation 4.18 
𝛥𝑈+ =
1
𝜅
𝑙𝑛(𝑘+) + (𝐵𝑠 − 11.5)    Equation 4.19 
𝛥𝑈+ =
1
𝜅
𝑙𝑛(𝑘+) + (𝐵𝑠 − 11.3)    Equation 4.20 
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Figure 4.8a: Corrected dimensionless velocity profiles with log law and linear theory plotted 
 
Figure 4.8b: Corrected dimensionless velocity profiles focused on sublayer in normal scale 
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4.3: Log Law and Viscous Sublayer Fitting 
 
Log law fit profiles have been created for all 9 runs and can been seen in the appendix (Figures 
A19-A27). The Log law profile from run A1 can be seen in Figure 4.9 below. The equation of the log fit is 
displayed on the figure with a regression value of 0.9974 indicating a strong fit. The slope of the log fit is 
the slope used to compute the shear velocity in the log law method to calculate the local bed shear 
stress. This is the second of the three distinct methods to compute the bed shear stress, as outlined in 
the methods section. This method is more reliable than the third method, since the points are away 
from the boundary and do not suffer from the reflections and poor data rates as do the lower points. 
 
 
Figure 4.9: Log Law fit profile from run A1 with the equation of fit is posted in the figure 
 
 Viscous sublayer fit profiles have been created for all 9 runs and can been seen in the appendix 
(Figures A28-A36). The streamwise profile from run A1 focused on the viscous sublayer can be seen in 
Figure 4.10 below. The equation of the linear fit is displayed on the figure with a regression value of 
0.9962 suggesting a strong fit. The slope of the linear fit is the slope used to compute du/dz in the 
viscous sublayer method to calculate the bed shear stress. This is the third of the three distinct methods 
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to compute the bed shear stress. This method and the log fit method are the experimental results and 
should closely match if the data points gathered from the bed are good and not biased due to 
reflections and low data rates. 
 
 
Figure 4.10: Streamwise velocity profile from run A1 zoomed into the lower 2mm of the profile 
 
4.4: Effects on Measurement Location with Rough Bed 
 
 Due to the large scale of the marbles used for the rough bed, it is desired to know what, if any, 
the effect profile location has on the measurements. For example: What is difference between stating a 
profile at the top of marble vs. the space between two marbles? To look into this, two additional profiles 
were measured at same settings as the B1R profile. B2R was measured 7mm towards the left hand side 
of the flume (away from laser probe), while B3R was measured 7mm downstream of B1R. Figure 4.11 
shows a series of overhead pictures of the laser intersection marking the location of each vertical 
profile. In the figure, the marble marked with the red X is the reference marble so that it is clear to see 
the various measurement locations around it. The two blue lines are the laser beams that form the pair 
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that measures the streamwise component of the flow. The green X marks the intersection point of the 
laser beams and indicates the location from where the vertical profile starts. 
 
 
Figure 4.11: Overhead view of profile locations for experiments B1R, B2R, and B3R 
 
 The assumption that these changes in location would only prove to affect the lower portion of 
the flow was reasonable, but still it is desired to know how much of the flow is affected. To determine 
this, the data is plotted in Figure 4.12 which depicts the stream-wise velocity profiles for all 3 cases. In 
this figure you can clearly see that up to about 5mm from, the bed the profiles vary. Then above 5mm, 
they converge and are similar for the rest of the water depth. Also plotted is the RMS velocity in Figure 
4.13, which seems to show a similar behavior. Finally, if we look back at Figure 4.7 for the dimensionless 
streamwise velocity, it is seen that all three cases of B#R follow a similar trend once they are sufficiently 
far from the bed. The point at which they begin to converge in the dimensionless plot is around Z+=30 
wall units. From these figures, it appears that the changes in location do indeed have effects on the 
lower portion of the measured profiles. For comparison sake each profile starts level to the starting 
point of B1R which was the laser hitting the surface of the marble at the green ‘X’ in Figure 4.11. 
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Figure 4.12:Stream-wise velocity comparison between B1R, B2R, and B3R 
 
 
 
Figure 4.13: RMS velocity comparison between B1R, B2R, and B3R 
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4.5: Roughness 
As stated before, the bed was changed between rough-sanded PVC, smooth nylon, and 14mm 
glass marbles in order to see effects on turbulence. From the data gathered for each bed configuration, 
the equivalent sand grain roughness was determined to get a qualitative value of the roughness 
experienced by the flow. In order to compute this 𝑘𝑠 parameter, first the shear velocity was computed 
from the log law fit as prescribed in a previous section. Using this value along with Equations 4.21 and 
4.22 (García, 2008), a single equation for 𝐵𝑠  in terms of a single variable 𝑘𝑠 was found. 
 
𝐵𝑠 = 8.5 + (2.5 𝑙𝑛(𝑅𝑒∗) − 3)𝑒
−0.121 𝑙𝑛(𝑅𝑒∗)
2.42
  Equation 4.21 
 
𝑅𝑒∗ =
𝑢∗𝑘𝑠
𝜈
      Equation 4.22 
𝑢
𝑢∗
=
1
𝛫
𝑙𝑛 (
𝑧−𝑧𝑏
𝑘𝑠
) + 𝐵𝑠     Equation 4.23 
𝑢 =
𝑢∗
𝛫
𝑙𝑛(𝑧 − 𝑧𝑏) −
𝑢∗
𝛫
𝑙𝑛(𝑘𝑠) + 𝑢∗𝐵𝑠   Equation 4.24 
𝑢 = 𝑚 ln(𝑧) + 𝐵     Equation 4.25 
𝐵𝑠 =
𝑢∗
𝛫⁄ 𝑙𝑛(𝑘𝑠)+𝐵
𝑢∗
     Equation 4.26 
 
Next, the original form of the log law (Equation 4.23) was expanded into Equation 4.24. From 
the fitting to the log plots from before, we have slopes ‘m’ and vertical shift ‘B’ from the simple equation 
of a line (Equation 4.25). Comparing the equation of a line to the expanded form of the log law, we see 
that the vertical shift is equal to the last two terms in the log law. Using this another formulation for 𝐵𝑠 
was generated (Equation 4.26) with known variables B (from log fit), 𝑢∗, K and unknows 𝑘𝑠. With these 
two equations and two unknowns it was easy to solve for 𝑘𝑠 using a goal-seek method in Excel. The 
results from all runs are seen in table 4.3.   
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Table 4.4: Roughness results from the experiments 
 
R* Bs ks (mm) 
A1 4.53 9.06 0.42 
B1 5.27 9.26 0.42 
B1S 2.13 7.46 0.24 
B1R 305.03 8.50 12.64 
B2R 350.43 8.50 14.22 
B3R 284.36 8.50 11.89 
C1 9.84 9.61 0.40 
C1S 5.25 9.26 0.26 
D1R 76.56 8.62 8.42 
 
From the table it appears that the smooth case had a roughness height of about 0.24-0.26mm, 
the sanded PVC around 0.40-0.42mm and the rough case 8.42-14.22mm. The rough cases had values 
that vary by more in other locations, and this was due to the effects of measurement location and a less 
confidant computation of shear velocity. Since there is no viscous sublayer, the computation for shear 
velocity was performed from the log law fit only. A possible answer for the lower roughness result from 
D1R is that it had a much slower flow and smaller Reynolds number which could cause a reduction in 
turbulence near the bed. It is possible that the flow was behaving more viscous and moving in a wave 
like pattern over the marbles reduction the roughness that the flow ‘sees’. When comparing the same 
location for different flow the roughness, the results seem better (8.42-12.98), but when one moves the 
location, values varied by larger margins. This is yet another effect of the measurement location on what 
roughness flow “sees.”  
From the results in table 4.3 it appears that experiment B2R has the roughest bed, however, if 
one looks at the location (refer to Figure 4.11) of each profile this can be explained. Experiment B2R was 
taken in the “valley” between two rows of marbles, in this location the turbulence from upstream was 
focused and the near bed region was affected by the marbles below and on either side. For experiments 
B1R and B3R the profile was taken just behind or in front of a marbles peak so that it was a bit more 
sheltered behind the row of marble peaks. Looking at the near wall region of each profile (appendix 
Figure A33-A35), all three profiles had questionable viscous sublayers with large slopes, but the largest 
and most suspect was from experiment B2R. Experiment B1R had the most reasonable viscous sublayer 
profile since it was just behind the tip of a marble where the flow is beginning to separate, and there are 
likely viscous effects along the marbles surface. B3R has a less reasonable-looking viscous sublayer 
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profile since it was at the leading edge where the flow was compressing but still experiencing some 
effects from the marbles surface. B2R was not near a marble surface and was in the wake of many 
marbles upstream and next to it. Considering all of this information, it is reasonable for the roughness 
height to appear larger in experiment B2R compared to the other experiments.   
 
In order to classify whether the flow boundary is smooth, transitional or fully rough we must 
turn back to Equation 4.21 and 4.22 and plot the data on the empirical fit for Bs (Figure 4.14). From this 
figure, it appears that the case of B1S is within the smooth region while C1S is on the boarder of smooth 
and transitional. This difference between the two “smooth bed cases makes sense since the faster flow 
in experiment C1S compressed the viscous sublayer, reducing the cushion for the flow and revealing 
more surface imperfections. Experiments A1, B1 and C1 showed a similar trend into the transitional 
region with the slower (and deeper) case appearing more hydraulically “smooth” due to a larger viscous 
sublayer dampening any effects of the bed. Finally the rough cases were way off to the right in the fully 
rough region and once again we saw the trend of the slower flow “seeing” a smoother bed than the 
faster flowing cases. Experiment D1R had a much slower flow than the B1R experiments, which caused it 
to be placed near the boundary of transitional and rough regimes. The three ‘B#R’ case were all in the 
fully rough regime due to the fast flow and rough bed. The three ‘B#R’ cases were near each other on 
Figure 4.14 due to the similarity of the flow conditions but not identical due to the different 
measurement locations. Spatial averaging might be necessary to assess the effect of location on vertical 
flow structure, where vertical profiles get measure at different locations. This will be pursued future 
work. 
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Figure 4.14: Roughens results from the experiments 
4.6: Turbulence 
4.6.1: Normalized Vertical Flux 
  
The normalized turbulent flux was computed as described and results are plotted in Figure 4.15 
below. The value of “A+” is defined to be the constant value of the normalized vertical turbulent flux in 
the intermediate region of the flow. From Figure 2 in López and García’s 1999 paper (Figure 2.2 in this 
document) this value was reported to be equal to 0.33 for the region from ƞ=.1-.45. When the data 
collected for this thesis were analyzed over this same range, a value for A+ was found to be equal to 
0.3029. However, when analyzing the data it seems that the more constant region is from ƞ=.2-.7 and 
when A+ was computed for this region it was found to be 0.3304. This result is very similar to the one 
determined in López and García (1999) and serves to reinforce the work done in 1999 with the ADV 
system. In López and García, verification was “performed by using the semi-empirical expression for k+ 
proposed by Nezu and Nakagawa (1993)” (López and García 1999, p793). This verification lead to an 
A+=0.30 which is very similar to the value found in the ƞ=.1-.45 range.  
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Figure 4.15: Normalized vertical flux of TKE over normalized depth for roughness all cases 
 
 
As stated before one of the strong benefits of the LDV system is its ability to measure very near 
to a boundary wall, even capturing data within the viscous sublayer. The data presented in Figure 4.15 is 
re-plotted in Figure 4.16 to focus on the near wall region from ƞ=0 to 0.1. From this figure it appears 
that the results are very messy and there is minimal order. However, upon closer inspection it appears 
that the data from the fully rough cases is the cause of the confusion. If the fully rough cases (B1R, B2R, 
B3R, D1R) are removed (Figure 4.17), there is more order in the results. The four cases of smooth and 
transitional roughness all start with a vertical flux of around zero up until ƞ=0.01. This region 
corresponds to within the viscous sublayer since ƞ=0.01 is equivalent to a depth of 0.6mm. This result 
matches closely to what we would expect from region of flow where viscous forces dominate turbulence 
and the proximity to a wall further dampens vertical fluctuations. The trend just outside of the sublayer 
is to have a brief increase in vertical turbulent flux, then decrease, and then slowly increase until the 
outer flow region just before it begins to weaken near the free surface. The behavior or a brief increase 
just outside the viscous sublayer, then dropping off, is due to the sign of the w’ term since all other 
terms are squared and shear velocity is positive. This downward vertical velocity fluctuation could 
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correspond to a net spanwise fluctuation that is not captured in this experiment due to the limitation of 
2D measurements. Due to the possibility of flow organization near the boundary to be focused in either 
the u or the u and v directions primarily the magnitude of the vertical turbulent flux could be off but the 
direction is still accurate with the 2D measurements.  
 
 
Figure 4.16: Near wall normalized vertical flux of TKE over normalized depth for all roughness cases 
 
Figure 4.17: Near wall normalized vertical flux of TKE over normalized depth for non-rough cases 
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Looking at Figure 4.17 we see a near zero vertical flux near the bed with increasingly magnitude 
as we moved from the bed. In Figure 4.16 above this trend is seen for some cases, but not all. The cases 
that do not exhibit this trend are the cases with the rough marble beds. As discussed before, the laser 
cannot penetrate even the clear marbles without severe refraction, so the measurements do not start at 
the PVC bed, but rather near the top of the marble field (~13mm above bed). Since water flows between 
the marbles in a very mixed fashion, we see larger vertical turbulent flux than in the smoother bed 
cases. Also from Figure 4.16, we see that the cases of the rough bed all start with a negative vertical 
turbulent flux except for the case B3R. Looking back at Figure 4., we see that case B3R is on the leading 
side of the marble where flow is being forced upwards over the marble. However, for case B1R, D1R and 
B2R, the flow is being forced more downwards explaining the initial direction of the vertical turbulent 
flux. 
 
4.6.2: Turbulence Intensity 
 
The turbulence intensity is defined as the RMS velocity divided by the shear velocity (Nezu et al. 
1986). This parameter is a dimensionless way to measure the energy intensity of turbulence. From the 
experiments conducted for this thesis, the plots of the turbulence intensity versus wall units can be seen 
in Figure 4.18 as well as Figure 4.19 for the near wall region. From these plots it seems that the smooth 
cases have larger values for turbulence intensity than the rough cases. At first this seems 
counterintuitive, but since the rough cases have larger shear velocities, one expects this to reduce their 
overall turbulent energies. If we look at the RMS plot for experiment C1 (Figure 4.5), B1 (Figure A11) and 
experiment B1R (Figure 4.6), we see that the peak of URMS is around 0.058, 0.033, and 0.047m/s, 
respectively. From this it is seen that the URMS peak for C1S is about double of B1. However, the shear 
velocity for C1S is also about double compared to B1, so the results for turbulence intensity is more or 
less similar as seen in Figure 4.19. Comparing B1 and B1R we see a larger URMS as well as a much larger 
shear velocity as expected for the rough case. This leads to a smaller result for turbulence intensity for 
the rough case compared to the smooth/transitional case of B1. 
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Figure 4.18: Turbulence Intensity for all experiments 
 
 
Figure 4.19: Turbulence Intensity for all experiments in the near wall region 
 
In their 1986 paper, Nezu and Rodi determined an equation (presented in Equations 4.27 and 
4.28) to fit the data from the turbulence intensity plots. This fit line is included in Figure 4.20 for the 
smooth cases in the near wall region. For the fit the value of shear velocity in the experiments did not 
affect the placement of the fit since for high values the fit collapses to a singular line. Due to this the 
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singular line does not fit all experiments well even it is more or less centered around the data. The 
values for 𝐷𝑢 and 𝜆𝑢 were taken to be 2.26 and 0.88 as found by Nezu and Rodi in 1986. If these 
parameters are adjusted, it is possible to find better fits to the current data.  
 
𝑈𝑅𝑀𝑆
𝑢∗
= 𝐷𝑢𝑒
−𝜆𝑢𝜂𝛤 + 0.3𝑍+(1 − 𝛤)   Equation 4.27 
𝛤 = 1 − 𝑒
−𝑍+
𝐵′  , where B’=10    Equation 4.28 
 
 
 
Figure 4.20: Turbulence Intensity for smooth experiments with Nezu 1986 fit 
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Chapter 5 Conclusions 
 
Experiments were performed in a 2D open channel flow over various bed roughnesses to 
determined differences and similarities in the flow characteristics. The experiments were performed 
using a two color LDV system in order to compare previous work done by López and García in their 1999 
paper on wall similarity. The bed of the flume was modified between a smooth nylon sticker coating, 
sanded PVC sheeting, and 14mm glass marbles in order to perform experiments in a wide range of flow 
roughness. This range of roughnesses caused the dimensionless streamwise velocity plots to not 
converge to the theory until the correction for rough cases was modified to include smooth and 
transition flow regimes. Once the dimensions shift was modified, the results all collapsed to the theory 
for the log law fit and provided a way to back-check if the fitting of the log law for each experiment 
resulted in an accurate shear velocity. The effects of measurement location on the rough marble bed 
proved only to have significance in the lower 5mm of the flow. Since the log layer was used in the 
computation of the results, it was determined that the location of measurement did not play a major 
role in the determination of the shear velocity or the turbulence parameters. The constant value for the 
normalized turbulent flux is only valid for the intermediate region of the flow.  
From the analysis performed it was determined that a constant value for the normalized vertical 
turbulent flux is found to be 0.3304 from ƞ=.2 to ƞ=.7 which closely agrees to the value of 0.33 that 
López and García (1999) measured with ADV for ƞ=.1 to z+=.45. After further analysis of pervious work 
and models, López and García determined a constant value of 0.3 for the range of ƞ=.15 to ƞ=.7. From 
the work by López and García along with the current results, it seems that the result of 0.33 is 
reasonable for a constant value of vertical turbulent flux. The experiments performed for this work 
included a range of roughness included experiments in all three roughness regimes. This wide range of 
flow conditions as well as the LDV system provided a good foundation for the experimentation. To 
improve upon this work, additional bed roughnesses could be tested to create a more exhaustive data 
set to determine the representative constant value.  
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Appendix A: Additional Figures 
 
 
 
Figure A.1: Stream-wise velocity profile from experiment A1  
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Figure A.2: Stream-wise velocity profile from experiment B1  
 
 
Figure A.3: Stream-wise velocity profile from experiment C1  
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Figure A.4: Stream-wise velocity profile from experiment B1S  
 
 
Figure A.5: Stream-wise velocity profile from experiment C1S 
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Figure A.6: Stream-wise velocity profile from experiment B1R 
 
 
Figure A.7: Stream-wise velocity profile from experiment B2R 
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Figure A.8: Stream-wise velocity profile from experiment B3R 
 
 
Figure A.9: Stream-wise velocity profile from experiment D1R 
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Figure A.10: RMS velocity profile from experiment A1  
 
Figure A.11: RMS velocity profile from experiment B1  
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Figure A.12: RMS velocity profile from experiment C1  
 
Figure A.13: RMS velocity profile from experiment B1S  
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Figure A.14: RMS velocity profile from experiment C1S 
 
 
Figure A.15: RMS velocity profile from experiment B1R 
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Figure A.16: RMS velocity profile from experiment B2R 
 
Figure A.17: RMS velocity profile from experiment B3R 
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Figure A.18: RMS velocity profile from experiment D1R 
 
Figure A.19: Log law fit profile from run A1 with the equation of fit is posted in the figure 
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Figure A.20: Log law fit profile from run B1 with the equation of fit is posted in the figure 
 
 
Figure A.21: Log law fit profile from run C1 with the equation of fit is posted in the figure 
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Figure A.22: Log law fit profile from run B1S with the equation of fit is posted in the figure 
 
 
Figure A.23: Log law fit profile from run C1Swith the equation of fit is posted in the figure 
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Figure A.24: Log law fit profile from run B1R with the equation of fit is posted in the figure 
 
 
Figure A.25: Log law fit profile from run B2R with the equation of fit is posted in the figure 
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Figure A.26: Log law fit profile from run B3R with the equation of fit is posted in the figure 
 
 
Figure A.27: Log law fit profile from run D1R with the equation of fit is posted in the figure 
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Figure A.28: Stream wise velocity profile from run A1 zoomed into the lower 2mm of the profile 
 
 
Figure A.29: Stream wise velocity profile from run B1 zoomed into the lower 2mm of the profile 
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Figure A.30: Stream wise velocity profile from run C1 zoomed into the lower 2mm of the profile 
 
 
Figure A.31: Stream wise velocity profile from run B1S zoomed into the lower 2mm of the profile 
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Figure A.32: Stream wise velocity profile from run C1S zoomed into the lower 2mm of the profile 
 
 
Figure A.33: Stream wise velocity profile from run B1R zoomed into the lower 2mm of the profile 
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Figure A.34: Stream wise velocity profile from run B2R zoomed into the lower 2mm of the profile 
 
 
Figure A.35: Stream wise velocity profile from run B3R zoomed into the lower 2mm of the profile 
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Figure A.36: Stream wise velocity profile from run D1R zoomed into the lower 2mm of the profile 
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Appendix B: Tables 
 
Table B.1: Summary of Setup and Results 
 
